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Reviewer's report:

This manuscript has been nicely written and relevant to the scope of the science and also contributory to the public.

Add figures excluding tables wherever applicable as figure represents data remarkably.

Photographs are not added. Same to be added to increase quality of the manuscript.

Approval of human ethical committee and approval number is not mentioned in the manuscript.

Citation of tables in the text at relevant place are not appropriate and even not mentioned at many places. Citation is mandatory.

Have you prepared the clinical study protocol in local language? (Part relevant to volunteers)

What is the status about toxicity or any unwanted reaction after long time exposure of formulations in the nail cavity?

Procedure for microbiological study is not dictated anywhere. Necessary to add.

Tables are not drawn properly.

Is there any role of regulatory body or authority for conducting experiments on pathogens? Have author taken permission regarding the same?

Are the methods appropriate and well described?
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.

No

Does the work include the necessary controls?
If not, please specify which controls are required in your comments to the authors.

Yes
Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.

Not relevant to this manuscript

Quality of written English
Please indicate the quality of language in the manuscript:
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